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1. Introducton
It has been claimed that an estmated one in three of all Internet users in the world today is below
the age of 18 (Livingstone S. et al., 2015; UNICEF, 2017). Digital technologies can provide all
children with more informaton, educaton, new opportunites and can be a game-changer for
children in less developed countries. However, the 2017 UNICEF report on ‘Children in a digital
world’ has revealed that many children from diferent parts of the world are stll not connected to
the internet confrming that the digital divide stll is a reality (UNICEF, 2017). As research
demonstrates that developmental challenges faced by certain regions or countries might have a
negatve impact on the protecton of children’s rights overall (Livingstone S, 2014; UNICEF, 2017),
questons arise as to what extent children throughout the world can exercise their rights in today’s
increasingly digital society.
A wide range of children’s rights laid down in the United Natons Conventon on the Rights of the
Child (UNCRC; United Natons General Assembly, 1989) is afected both positvely and negatvely
in the digital realm. Children are ofered vast opportunites online, but also might face risks for –
among others – their rights to development (artcle 6), partcipaton (artcle 12), freedom of
expression (artcle 13) and associaton (artcle 15) (Lievens E et al., 2018). Research based on
children’s own perceptons has found that more and more children use the internet as an
entertainment and informaton source and that they believe that internet access is their right
(UNICEF, 2017). They are also ofen aware of risks they may encounter online.
One of these risks is related to children’s online privacy. Throughout their childhood, children
share informaton, photographs and videos with peers, family or – sometmes – strangers online.
What is disclosed is, at tmes, of a private or even intmate nature. When it comes to privacy,
studies have revealed that children generally consider themselves as having a right to privacy
online from their parents or peers (i.e. ‘social privacy’) but have a much less developed
understanding about the fact that their privacy may also be infringed upon by State or commercial
actors (Livingstone S, 2018; Ofcom, 2008; Zarouali B et al., 2017). It is a well-established fact that,
when children navigate the internet and use mobile apps and connected devices, data about them
is collected both by public actors or governments and businesses, which ofen operate across the
globe (Lupton D and Williamson B, 2017). Children’s personal data ‘pools’ are being flled from the
very beginning of their lives, for instance, when pregnancy scans and baby pictures are being
uploaded on social media platorms (Children’s Commissioner, 2018). Crucially, these extensive
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and constantly growing personal data sets are predominantly held or obtained by private
companies which may sell the data to advertsers, insurance companies or politcal partes, leading
to unprecedented consequences in the long term. Hence, in the digital world, the right of the child
to privacy, laid down in artcle 16 UNCRC, and the right to protecton of personal data are
partcularly under pressure.
According to artcle 16 UNCRC, ‘[n]o child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference
with his or her privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful atacks on his or her
honour and reputaton.’ The UNCRC was adopted in 1989, at a tme when the use of internet and
digital services was not as widespread as it is today. While there is no queston about its
applicability and relevance today, the way in which the Conventon is implemented and
interpreted is undoubtedly infuenced by this technological and societal change. This is also
refected in initatves at the UN level, such as the Day of General Discussion on Digital Media and
Children’s Rights in 2014.
Even though it has been acknowledged for a long tme that ‘everyone’ has a right to privacy and
while this is guaranteed by internatonal and natonal human rights instruments, in practce,
‘everyone’ is ofen and without further thought assumed to be an adult. The idea that children
merit the same – if not enhanced (Livingstone S, 2018) – protecton is not always visible nor
lobbied for during law-making processes, even if the best interests of the child, a key UNCRC
principle laid down in artcle 3, requires specifc atenton and consideraton. Moreover, up untl
now, studies related to children’s right to privacy in the digital era have largely focused on
Western countries, leading to knowledge gaps in relaton to other regions.
That is why this artcle investgates whether and how the rights of the child to privacy and data
protecton are protected and integrated in regulatory frameworks in diferent regions across the
world. As such, it aims to map and explore relevant legislaton not only in Europe and the United
States but also in a selecton of countries in Africa and South America, in order to identfy whether
the implementaton of the UNCRC is homogenous in diferent parts of the world and to detect key
regulatory and implementaton challenges. As such, its aim is to draw conclusions as to whether
countries – both in the global North and South – make similar or diverging decisions in terms of
children’s data protecton and privacy and how this may afect children day-to-day lives in the
digital environment.
The focus within this artcle is on the right to privacy or ‘respect for private life’, as well as on the
right to data protecton. Theories on privacy and defnitons and typologies (Koops B et al., 2017)
thereof have been developed since the end of the 19th century (Warren S and Brandeis L, 1890).
The varying conceptualisatons and interpretatons of both the concepts of ‘privacy’ and ‘data
protecton’ are wide-ranging to the extent they cannot be covered extensively in this artcle. In
short, however, privacy is a broad concept that relates to various aspects of one’s individual and
personal sphere of life (Fuster GG, 2014). Data protecton, on the other hand, is more tghtly
linked to (automated) processing of personal data, which is any informaton relatng to an
identfed or identfable individual (CoE, Conventon 108) and the capacity to control the fows of
personal informaton about oneself (Fuster GG, 2014). The complexity of the relatonship between
these notons, which are not the same but closely linked, is partally refected in more detail in the
analysis below of privacy and data protecton regulaton in Europe where the regulatory
frameworks of both the Council of Europe and the European Union maintain a complementary,
yet partcular, understanding of the respectve rights.
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2. The Child’s Right to Privacy and Data Protecton in Europe
The right to privacy and the right to data protecton are ensured both within the Council of Europe
(CoE) and within the European Union (EU). The Council of Europe is a regional organisaton
consistng of 47 Member States. It was established in 1949 and its primary values are the
protecton and promoton of human rights, democracy and the rule of law in Europe (Council of
Europe, 2018). The European Union was established as a regional economic and politcal
organisaton which (stll) counts 28 Member States that are also members of the Council of
Europe. Relying on their respectve regulatory frameworks, both the European Court of Human
Rights (ECtHR) of the Council of Europe and the Court of Justce of the European Union (CJEU)
have issued numerous judgments relatng to the right to privacy and data protecton. Within this
artcle, the reference to these judgments is confned to a number of cases which shed light on the
relatonship between privacy and data protecton in the broader context of the protecton of
private and family life. Whereas the child’s right to image has been addressed sporadically by the
ECtHR, up untl now, there have not been any cases dealt with by these courts specifcally
addressing children’s online privacy and data protecton.

2.1. Council of Europe
At the level of Council of Europe, the rights to privacy and data protecton are enshrined in various
documents. First of all, the rights to privacy and data protecton are guaranteed by artcle 8 of the
1950 Conventon for the Protecton of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (European
Conventon on Human Rights, ECHR) and the 1981 Conventon for the Protecton of Individuals
with regard to Automatc Processing of Personal Data (Conventon 108). Both instruments are
applicable to all natural persons, and, hence, children as well. The 1981 Conventon is the frst
binding internatonal instrument that protects individuals against abuses which may accompany
the collecton and processing of personal data, introduces basic principles and safeguards and
atributes rights to data subjects. This Conventon has recently been modernised (Council of
Europe, 2018a). In the context of the diferent responsibilites of the supervisory authorites, the
Conventon now explicitly requires the authorites to pay ‘specifc atenton […] to the data
protecton rights of children and other vulnerable individuals’ when it comes to raising (public)
awareness (artcle 15). This, however, is the only explicit reference in the Modernised Conventon
108 to children.
The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR, the Court) has interpreted artcle 8 of the ECHR on
numerous occasions. In the context of that provision, guaranteeing the right to (respect for)
private life, the Court has stated that

[t]he concept of ‘private life’ is a broad term not susceptble to exhaustve defniton, which covers
the physical and psychological integrity of a person and can therefore embrace multple aspects of
a person’s identty, such as gender identfcaton and sexual orientaton, name or elements
relatng to a person’s right to their image […]. It covers personal informaton which individuals can
legitmately expect should not be published without their consent (Axel Springer AG v Germany
(2012), para 83).
In the context of the CoE framework, the right to data protecton falls within the scope of artcle 8
ECHR and is treated ‘as a subset of the right to respect for private life’ (Brkan M and
Psychogiopoulou E, 2017). In its case of S. and Marper v The United Kingdom (2008), the ECtHR
stressed that
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[t]he protecton of personal data is of fundamental importance to a person’s enjoyment of his or
her right to respect for private and family life, as guaranteed by Artcle 8 of the Conventon. […]
The need for such safeguards is all the greater where the protecton of personal data undergoing
automatc processing is concerned (para 103).
In the 2017 judgment in the case of Satakunnan Markkinapörssi Oy and Satamedia Oy v Finland
the Grand Chamber confrmed that

Artcle 8 of the Conventon thus provides for the right to a form of informatonal selfdeterminaton, allowing individuals to rely on their right to privacy as regards data which, albeit
neutral, are collected, processed and disseminated collectvely and in such a form or manner that
their Artcle 8 rights may be engaged (para 137).
As the provisions of the ECHR and Conventon 108 are applicable to all individuals, it is evident
that these instruments are applicable to the younger generatons and have an equal, if not a
stronger (K.U. v Finland, 2008), efect on the protecton of their privacy and data, also bearing in
mind the specifc CoE atenton given to children’s rights throughout the recent years.
This specifc atenton to children is especially evident in various recommendatons and
declaratons by the CoE Commitee of Ministers. For instance, the 2008 Declaraton of the
Commitee of Ministers on protectng the dignity, security and privacy of children on the Internet
(Commitee of Ministers, 2008), the 2014 Recommendaton on a Guide to human rights for
internet users (Commitee of Ministers, 2014) and the 2016-2021 Strategy for the Rights of the
Child (Council of Europe, 2016) have acknowledged the importance of protectng children’s rights
to privacy and data protecton in the digital environment. The CoE Strategy for the Rights of the
Child explicitly stresses that ‘the digital world exposes children to a wealth of opportunites,
whether it is through computers, gaming consoles, tablets or smartphones’ (Council of Europe,
2016). It also pays atenton to the closely intertwined relatonship between the positve and
negatve experiences children may have online by acknowledging that ‘ access to the Internet and
to digital literacy is gradually being considered as dimensions of the rights of the child to freedom
of expression, to partcipaton and to educaton ’, but that at the same tme ‘the digital
environment also exposes children to harmful content and its efects, privacy and data protecton
issues and other risks’.
The most recent development in this context is the Recommendaton adopted by the CoE
Commitee of Ministers in July 2018 on Guidelines to respect, protect and fulfl the rights of the
child in the digital environment (Council of Europe, 2018b). It provides that, among other
responsibilites concerning children,

States must respect, protect and fulfl the right of the child to privacy and data protecton. States
should ensure that relevant stakeholders, in partcular those processing personal data, but also
the child’s peers, parents or carers, and educators, are made aware of and respect the child’s right
to privacy and data protecton.
It also recommends that States should take partcular care ensuring data protecton principles with
regard to connected or smart devices, such as toys and clothes, and provides that the creaton of
(digital) profles of children should be prohibited by law, except for in very specifc circumstances
(Council of Europe, 2018c).
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2.2. European Union
The European Union provides for the protecton of both the right to privacy and the right to data
protecton through its primary and secondary legislaton. First, artcle 16 of the Treaty on the
Functoning of the EU provides that ‘[e]veryone has the right to the protecton of personal data
concerning them’ (European Union, 2012) while artcle 6 (3) of the Treaty of the European Union
states that ‘[f]undamental rights, as guaranteed by the [ECHR] […], shall consttute general
principles of the Union’s law’ which also include the right to data protecton as recognised through
the interpretaton of the ECtHR (Brkan M and Psychogiopoulou E, 2017). Artcle 7 of the 2000
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFREU) provides for the protecton of
privacy and states that ‘everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life,
home and communicatons’. Artcle 8 CFREU recognises the partcular right to data protecton by
providing that ‘[1] everyone has the right to the protecton of personal data concerning him or her
[and] [2] such data must be processed fairly for specifed purposes and on the basis of the consent
of the person concerned or some other legitmate basis laid down by law […]’. Crucially, artcle 24
CFREU explicitly acknowledges the rights of the child and states, in partcular, that ‘[c]hildren shall
have the right to such protecton and care as is necessary for their well-being’. Parallel to artcle 3
UNCRC, artcle 24 CFREU also emphasises that ‘[i]n all actons relatng to children, whether taken
by public authorites or private insttutons, the child’s best interests must be a primary
consideraton’ (authors’ emphasis).
In its caselaw, the Court of Justce of the European Union (CJEU) has dealt with both the right to
privacy and the right to data protecton. The CJEU has recognised the right to data protecton in
the case of Promusicae (2008) even before the CFREU became legally binding through the entering
into force of the Lisbon Treaty in 2009 (Fuster GG and Gellert R, 2012; Brkan M and
Psychogiopoulou E, 2017). In this case the CJEU took a strong stance and ‘seemed to imply that
the right to data protecton consttutes a part of the right to privacy by statng that the case at
hand included “the right that guarantees protecton of personal data and hence of private life”’
(Brkan M and Psychogiopoulou E, 2017, p.11). Later on, in Tele2 Sverige AB and Watson et al.
(2016), the CJEU made a clearer distncton between the two rights and decided that ‘Artcle 8 of
the [CFREU] concerns a fundamental right which is distnct from that enshrined in Artcle 7 of the
Charter and which has no equivalent in the ECHR’ (Brkan M and Psychogiopoulou E, 2017). In
general, the CJEU’s stance on the interplay between the right to privacy and the right to data
protecton remains somewhat unclear (Brkan M and Psychogiopoulou E, 2017).
With regard to secondary legislaton of the European Union, the Data Protecton Directve (DPD)
was the main legislatve document regulatng data protecton in the Member States of the EU
since 1995. As it had been adopted more than twenty years ago, it, frstly, became inevitably
outdated due to technological developments and, secondly, did not provide sufciently
harmonised rules for companies in the Digital Single Market (Robinson N et al., 2009). Hence, in
April 2016, the Council and the Parliament of the European Union adopted a new legislatve
instrument in the context of the EU data protecton reform – the General Data Protecton
Regulaton (GDPR) – which became applicable on 25 May 2018. Another element of the new data
protecton framework, a proposal for a new ePrivacy Regulaton, which will replace the 2002
ePrivacy Directve, is currently stll on the legislatve table.
In general, in comparison to the DPD, the GDPR provides for a wider material and territorial scope,
stricter sanctons, and emphasises concepts such as privacy by design and the rights of data
subjects, including the right to erasure and the right to data portability. In terms of the discussion
on the relatonship between privacy and data protecton, it is interestng to note that these two
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legal instruments refer to both rights (Brkan M and Psychogiopoulou E, 2017). Artcle 1 (1) of the
repealed DPD provided that ‘Member States shall protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of
natural persons, and in partcular their right to privacy with respect to the processing of personal
data’ whereas in the GDPR the world ‘privacy’ or ‘private’ is not mentoned literally, statng in
artcle 1 (1, 2) that ‘[the] Regulaton lays down rules relatng to the protecton of natural persons
with regard to the processing of personal data […] [and] protects fundamental rights and freedoms
of natural persons and in partcular their right to the protecton of personal data’ (authors’
emphasis). Nevertheless, the protecton of the right to privacy or ‘private life’ is inherent in the
GDPR reference to fundamental rights.
Unlike the DPD, the GDPR includes a number of provisions that explicitly aim to protect the child
data subject’s right to data protecton. First and foremost, recital 38 GDPR recognises that
‘[c]hildren merit specifc protecton with regard to their personal data, as they may be less aware
of the risks, consequences and safeguards concerned and their rights in relaton to the processing
of personal data’. According to the recital, such specifc protecton is especially warranted in
relaton to the collecton of children’s data for the purposes of marketng and profling.
In additon to the general acknowledgment of the specifc need for protecton when it comes to
personal data of children, artcle 8 GDPR provides for partcular conditons applicable to a child's
consent to process data in relaton to informaton society services being directly ofered to him
or her. This artcle states that when consent is the ground for data processing, and informaton
society services are ofered directly to a child, data processing shall be lawful when the data
subject is at least 16 years old. In situatons where the child is younger than 16 years old, consent
must be given or authorised by the holder of parental responsibility over the child in order for
data processing to be lawful under the GDPR. According to para. 2, in this case, the data
controller must undertake reasonable eforts to verify the parental consent, taking into
consideraton available technology. There is no further guidance as to what might consttute an
acceptable method for obtaining verifable parental consent. Crucially, EU Member States have
the opportunity to derogate and choose a lower age than 16, provided it is not below 13 years.
Preliminary research into the (in a few countries stll ongoing) natonal legislatve processes
demonstrates that a very fragmented landscape is gradually emerging across the EU (Milkaite I
and Lievens E, 2018). This means that the intended harmonisaton will not be achieved, and
children will be able to consent to data processing at diferent ages depending on the Member
State that they reside in, also in relaton to services that are ofered throughout the EU. No
explanaton, however, has been ofered by the European legislator as to why the ages between
13 and 16 years were chosen in partcular. There are no references to scientfc studies or other
evidence confrming that such a decision is indeed suitable in terms of the best interest of the
child. Moreover, it is not yet clear whether the rules adopted in the country of establishment of a
partcular service or the country of residence of the child will be applicable in terms of the
implementaton of artcle 8 GDPR (Artcle 29 Working Party, 2018). This leads to legal uncertainty
for the many (ofen globally operatng) companies ofering informaton society services in
diferent EU Member States.
Furthermore, the protecton of children’s rights is strengthened in the GDPR through the
requirement to provide informaton to children in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily
accessible form, using clear and plain language (recital 58 and artcle 12), the right to erasure that
is also, and even especially, available to children (artcle 17 and recital 65 which mentons that this
right ‘is relevant in partcular where the data subject has given his or her consent as a child and is
not fully aware of the risks involved by the processing, and later wants to remove such personal
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data, especially on the internet’), Data Protecton Impact Assessments (recital 75 and artcle 35)
which could or – sometmes even should – be conducted when children’s personal data is
processed (van der Hof S and Lievens E, 2018), and the drafing of codes of conduct (artcle 40)
which may be used to enhance children’s rights by providing more specifc protecton when
children’s data is processed, and the applicaton of provisions on Data Protecton Authorites’
(DPAs) tasks to raise awareness (artcle 57).
In relaton to profling, the Artcle 29 Working Party – a former advisory body consistng of all
European DPAs which provided guidance on the implementaton of the EU data protecton law
and which has now been replaced by the European Data Protecton Board established by the
GDPR – has stated that despite the fact that the GDPR does not ban profling of children
completely, data controllers should in general refrain from profling children for (behavioural)
marketng purposes (Artcle 29 Working Party, 2018). Recital 71 also refers to the fact that solely
automated decision-making, including profling, with legal or similarly signifcant efects should not
apply to children (authors’ emphasis). In any case, when children are the subject of profling
specifc protecton should be aforded to them (recital 38; Verdoodt V and Lievens E , 2017;
Informaton Commissioner’s Ofce, 2017). As profling might have a serious impact on a variety of
children’s rights, these provisions are partcularly important. Profling of children from a young age
might result in advertsements, services, products, and informaton being tailored for and targeted
at them, based on their online presence and (previous) behaviour, resultng in ‘more of the same’
and reducing exposure to new, unexpected or serendipitous ideas. This practce raises concerns
related to the right to receive informaton (artcle 13 UNCRC), the right to freedom of thought
(artcle 14 UNCRC), and the right to development (artcle 6 UNCRC), which encompasses
experimentng and – especially for adolescents – opportunites to ‘explore their emerging
identtes, beliefs, sexualites and opportunites, balance risk and safety, build capacity for making
free, informed and positve decisions and life choices’ (United Natons Commitee on the Rights of
the Child, 2016).
Remaining questons relate to whether or how the implementaton of the GDPR will consider the
diferences in children’s social background, context, evolving capacites, and best interests; and
how privacy by design and privacy by default mechanisms (artcle 25 GDPR) will be integrated
within current technologies (Milkaite I et al., 2017; Lievens E et al., 2018; Livingstone S, 2018).
These questons are of partcular importance since the ways in which they will be addressed will
signifcantly impact diferent children’s rights, possibilites and every-day lives in general.
Another piece of the EU data protecton puzzle, the Directve 2002/58/EC on privacy and
electronic communicatons (ePrivacy Directve), establishes rules for the processing of personal
data in the electronic communicatons sector. This Directve will be replaced by the ePrivacy
Regulaton in the coming years. The Regulaton, aiming at safeguarding and strengthening
privacy and data protecton in the feld of electronic communicatons, will update the current
rules and introduce additonal guarantees for users of such services. The European Commission
released its ofcial proposal for a Regulaton on Privacy and Electronic Communicatons in
January 2017. The ePrivacy Regulaton is supposed to partcularise and complement the GDPR in
the feld of the provision and use of electronic communicatons services and will thus be a lex
specialis to the GDPR. Hence, all maters concerning the processing of personal data not
specifcally addressed by the ePrivacy Regulaton would be covered by the GDPR. The proposed
ePrivacy Regulaton would apply to ‘processing of electronic communicatons data carried out in
connecton with the provision and the use of electronic communicatons services and to
informaton related to the terminal equipment of end-users’. Such equipment, in simple words,
includes tablet computers, mobile phones, connected Internet of Things and Toys devices, smart
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home assistants and many more devices which are increasingly used in proximity to or by
children. Therefore, the ePrivacy framework signifcantly afects digital and online actvites by
children even though the proposed regulaton does not menton children explicitly.
The Commission proposal contains a number of key points that are (also) relevant to children.
First of all, the Commission proposal extends the scope of the ePrivacy Regulaton to ‘Over the
Top’ (OTT) communicaton services such as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Skype, Gmail,
iMessage and Viber. It will also be applicable to the so-called ‘Internet of Things’ devices, such as
internet connected smartwatches, smart toys, connected cars, appliances and health devices, as
well as to machine-to-machine (M2M) transmissions, such as between a smart toy and an iPhone
or between an Amazon Echo and an iPad. Second, the Regulaton strengthens the protecton for
metadata (such as, for instance, the tme of a call and locaton data which, in case of children, is
extremely sensitve), as this type of data may also reveal very sensitve and personal informaton.
In additon, internet users will be beter protected in terms of spam by emails, SMS and
automated calling machines and will also be able to enjoy more efectve enforcement of the
provisions (European Commission, 2017). Among the most important further changes to the
proposal which made their way into the EP Draf Legislatve Resoluton (Commitee on Civil
Libertes, Justce and Home Afairs, 2017) and are relevant for children, are the extension of the
principle of confdentality of communicatons to data related to or processed by terminal
equipment, the prohibiton of the so-called ‘cookie-walls’, the introducton of granular consent
and the introducton and promoton of end-to-end encrypton.
While the GDPR explicitly recognises children as a vulnerable group of individuals that deserve
specifc protecton when it comes to the processing of their personal data, especially in the
context of profling and (behavioural) marketng, the proposed ePrivacy Regulaton does not
menton children at all. However, one of the EU Parliamentary Commitees put forward proposal
for new recitals and artcles that also explicitly recognise the need to provide additonal
protecton to children, for instance, with regard to profling, behavioural advertsing and terminal
equipment that is intended partcularly for children’s use (European Parliament Commitee on
Civil Libertes, Justce and Home Afairs, 2017). These proposed amendments would have had a
signifcant efect on current, especially commercial, practces in relaton to children, but, in the
end, were not included in the Draf Legislatve Resoluton of the European Parliament.

3. The Child’s Right to Privacy and Data Protecton in America
Following the evaluaton of the legal framework in Europe, this secton focuses on the analysis of
the legal framework in the United States, Brazil and Uruguay. While aiming to identfy whether
children’s personal data and the right to privacy are protected in a similar way in countries in
diferent parts of the world, these partcular countries were chosen on the basis of the following
reasons. Although the United States has not ratfed the UNCRC, it has adopted the Children’s
Online Privacy Protecton Act in 1998 and has since built quite extensive experience in
implementng it in practce; in Brazil, the new Law on the Protecton of Personal Data was adopted
in August 2018 which ofers a few very specifc provisions which are not found in other legal
frameworks for children’s privacy and data protecton; and Uruguay was the frst non-CoE country
to ratfy the CoE Conventon 108, and the frst South American country.[2]
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3.1. United States
Neither the right to privacy, nor the right to data protecton is mentoned in the US Consttuton.
The US jurisprudence nevertheless provides for a certain level of the protecton of privacy through
the consttutonal interpretaton of ‘the First Amendment (freedom of speech, religion and
associaton), the Third Amendment ([…] privacy of the home […]), the Fourth Amendment
(freedom from unreasonable searches and seizures), and the Fifh Amendment (privilege against
self-incriminaton), as well as […] the Ninth Amendment’ (Fuster GG, 2014, p. 28). The atempts to
regulate the protecton of privacy in the US in general have been considered fragmented. A variety
of privacy laws covering diferent sectors (such as credit reportng, federal agencies, schools,
fnancial insttutons, video rental, cable television, health) exists and initatves are taken at State
level (for instance, the 2018 California Consumer Privacy Act), but there appears to be no
overarching framework (Gellman R, 2018).
However, in relaton to the protecton of personal data of children, a specifc legislatve instrument
was adopted early on (Montgomery K and Chester J, 2015). The Children’s Online Privacy
Protecton Act (COPPA) is a US federal law which was adopted in 1998 and became applicable in
2000. COPPA provides that ‘a child’ is a person under 13 years while ‘personal informaton’ is
defned as individually identfable informaton about a person collected online. The defniton of
personal informaton encompasses frst and last name, address, e-mail address, telephone
number, social security number, screen or user name, a persistent identfer that can be used to
recognise a user over tme and across diferent websites or online services, a photograph, video,
or audio fle, where such fle contains a child’s image or voice, geolocaton informaton sufcient
to identfy street name and name of a city or town and other informaton which could be
combined with other pieces of informaton in order to identfy a person (COPPA, 2013; Federal
Trade Commission, 2015). Crucially, COPPA imposes certain requirements on operators of
websites or online services directed to children under 13 years of age, and it is also applicable to
operators of other online services that have actual knowledge that they are collectng personal
informaton online from a child under 13 years of age (Federal Trade Commission, 2013a; authors’
emphasis). The law obliges website or online service providers to provide notce that they are
collectng children’s personal informaton, and to collect verifable parental consent. The main aim
of the act is to place parents in control over what personal data is collected from their young
children online, although it has been argued that this requirement ‘has placed parents in an
increasingly difcult positon, forcing them to evaluate a company’s data collecton and marketng
practces based on what they read in its privacy policy’ (Montgomery K and Chester J, 2015). This,
in fact, had a big impact on the subsequent development of terms and conditons of many
currently widely used global services, such as Facebook, Google, Instagram, Snapchat, Twiter and
other companies. Avoiding obtaining parental consent is one (or the) reason why many online
services set 13 years as the minimum age for creatng an account or profle (Holloway D and Green
L, 2016; Montgomery K et al., 2017). This has a direct efect on children’s rights to partcipaton,
freedom of expression, associaton and educaton.
Under COPPA, a ‘verifable parental consent’ is any reasonable efort, taking into consideraton
available technology, to ensure that a parent of a child receives notce of the operator’s personal
informaton collecton, use, and disclosure practces, and authorises the collecton, use, and
disclosure of personal informaton and the subsequent use of that informaton before the
informaton is collected from that child.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the federal body overseeing the implementaton of COPPA,
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has approved a number of diferent verifcaton methods that vary depending on whether the
operator is planning to use children’s personal informaton for internal purposes only or whether it
plans to disclose children’s personal informaton to third partes, or allow children to make it
publicly available. In the later case the rules are more stringent and include such verifcaton
methods as providing a consent form to be signed by the parent and returned via US mail, fax, or
electronic scan (the ‘print-and-send’ method); requiring the parent, in connecton with a monetary
transacton, to use a credit or debit card, or other online payment system; having the parent call a
toll-free telephone number stafed by trained personnel, or have the parent connect to trained
personnel via video-conference; or verifying a parent’s identty by checking a form of governmentissued identfcaton against databases of such informaton, provided that the parent’s
identfcaton informaton is promptly deleted afer completng the verifcaton (Federal Trade
Commission, 2015). In additon, the FTC approved a number of novel authentcaton methods,
including the Social Security number verifcaton method (Tabor AJ, 2013), the ‘facial recogniton
through parental ‘selfes’’ method and the ‘knowledge-based questonnaire’ method which
requires a parent to reply to questons a child would usually not know the answer to (i.e.
household oriented questons) (Federal Trade Commission, 2013b). A simpler method, the ‘email
plus’ verifcaton is also possible when the informaton collected from children is only used for
internal purposes and is not disclosed to third partes or made publicly available (Federal Trade
Commission, 2015).
One of the most important aspects of COPPA is the fact that the parental consent requirement is
applicable not only to online websites or services that direct their services to children or target
them but also the ones who have actual knowledge that their services are in fact used by children
(Montgomery K et al., 2017). Some specifc factors may help companies determine whether their
services are considered to be directed to children, such as the subject mater of the service, its
visual content, the use of animated characters or child-oriented actvites and incentves, music or
other audio content, age of models, presence of child celebrites or celebrites who appeal to
children, language or other characteristcs of the website or online service, whether advertsing
promotng or appearing on the website or online service is directed to children, audience
compositon, as well as the intended audience of the site or service and actual knowledge that
personal informaton is collected directly from another website or service which is directed to
children (Federal Trade Commission, 2015).
Finally, under COPPA, parents must have access to their child’s personal informaton to review and
(or) have the informaton deleted and they must also have the opportunity to prevent further use
or online collecton of a child’s personal informaton. The operators are obliged to maintain the
confdentality, security, and integrity of informaton they collect from children, including by taking
reasonable steps to release such informaton only to partes capable of maintaining its
confdentality and security and they must also retain personal informaton collected online from a
child for only as long as is necessary to fulfl the purpose for which it was collected (Federal Trade
Commission, 2015). Although the COPPA rules were updated in 2013 to enhance protecton in
relaton to certain data collecton and marketng techniques, such as behavioural advertsing, it
has been argued that ‘major, transformatve changes in the digital marketplace’ require a
fundamental rethinking of COPPA, and, for instance, an extension of its scope to children of 13
years and older (Montgomery K and Chester J, 2015).
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3.2. Brazil
In line with internatonal provisions, the Brazilian Consttuton not only provides for the right to
privacy in general but also for the right to the secrecy of correspondence and telegraphic
communicatons. Aside from the Consttuton, the right to privacy and data protecton in Brazil
used to be mostly protected by sectoral laws covering the spheres of, among others, fnances,
health and internet. The general legal and politcal approach towards children was the subject of
the Statute of the Child and Adolescent (Law No. 8069/1990) ‘making the doctrine of full
protecton a central pillar of ensuring rights’ (ICT Kids Online Brazil: Survey on Internet Use by
Children in Brazil, 2017).
The Statute of the Child and Adolescent, which provides for the integral protecton of children and
adolescents (artcle 1), considers a child to be a person under twelve years of age, and an
adolescent between twelve and eighteen years of age (artcle 2) (Brazilian Statute of the Child and
Adolescent, 1990). The Statute proclaims children’s right to respect and the inviolability of their
physical, psychological and moral integrity, including the protecton of their image, identty,
autonomy, values, ideas and beliefs, personal spaces and objects (artcle 17). Crucially, it also
stpulates that as soon as children reach adulthood at the age of 18, their history in social and
educatonal systems must be deleted, since their status in the world of social and legal relatons
changes (ICT Kids Online Brazil: Survey on Internet Use by Children in Brazil, 2017). This is a very
specifc provision which could be understood as minimising long-term (unintended) consequences
related to childhood data in the digital world where increasing amounts of informaton are
included in databases that might be linked to each other. While much more limited, it appears to
be somewhat similar to the European ‘right to be forgoten’ or ‘the right to erasure’, laid down in
Artcle 17 GDPR providing that a data subject has the right to have his or her data erased by the
controller without undue delay when certain conditons are fulflled. However, this artcle does not
entail an obligaton for certain actors to delete data by default at the moment when children turn
18.
In additon to the Statute of the Child and Adolescent, two recent initatves concerning the
protecton of privacy and data protecton in Brazil are relevant. In April 2014, the Brazilian Internet
Law (No. 12.965) was adopted, laying down principles, guarantees, rights and dutes for the use of
the internet in Brazil. It established, among others, principles relatng to the guarantee of freedom
of expression, communicaton and expression of thought, protecton of privacy, protecton of
personal data, preservaton and guarantee of net neutrality (artcle 3). Moreover, it ascertained
the protecton of secrecy and confdentality of communicatons (artcle 7, parts II, III), the
obligaton to provide clear and complete informaton on the collecton, use, storage, treatment
and protecton of personal data (artcle 7, part VIII) and the requirement to obtain consent for
data processing (artcle 7, part IX). Children are not explicitly addressed in the Law, other than
through a reference to parental control of content that is considered to be appropriate for
children by the parents (artcle 29). The Law also mentons the responsibility of the public
authority, together with internet applicaton and service providers and civil society, to promote
educaton and provide informaton on the use of the computer programs as well as for the
defniton of good practces for the inclusion of children and adolescents in the digital world.
In October 2015, a Draf Law for the Protecton of Personal Data was published. It was approved
by the Brazilian Congress on 10 July 2018 while the fnal Law on the Protecton of Personal Data
(No. 13.709) was adopted and signed into law by the Brazilian President on 14 August 2018
(Senado Federal, 2018). The Law is the frst of its kind in Brazil and is thought to have been
inspired by the European GDPR which is evident from some of the new provisions of the Law. The
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Law amends the Brazilian Internet Law (No. 12.965) of 23 April 2014 and establishes a
comprehensive data protecton regime in Brazil which imposes specifc rules for the collecton,
use, processing and storage of personal data, both in electronic and physical forms. Notably, the
Brazilian President Temer vetoed a number of important provisions of the Law, including the rules
on the natonal data protecton authority, penaltes for the infringement of the Law and special
transparency requirements for public-sector actors handling personal data (Pallero J and Tacket C,
2018). Nevertheless, the implementaton period of the Law has started and will last for 18 months
(artcle 65 of the Law). The Law will come into force on 14 February 2020.
First of all, the new Law is applicable to the processing of personal data, including by digital
means, by a natural person or a legal entty of public or private law (artcle 1). Its defnitons,
provided in artcle 5 of the Law, are very similar to the ones in the GDPR. The grounds, or
‘scenarios’, for data processing are also similar to the ones provided by the GDPR and include,
among others, consent and legal, contractual obligatons. Under part XII of artcle 5, consent needs
to be free, informed and unambiguous manifestaton whereby the data subject agrees to the
processing of his or her personal data for a given purpose. The data processing requirements
include processing in good faith and compliance with such principles as purpose limitaton,
suitability, necessity, free access, quality of data, transparency, security, non-discriminaton and
accountability (artcle 6). The Law places the burden of proof in terms of showing that consent was
obtained on the data controller (artcle 8 (1)).
Artcle 9 of the new Law provides two interestng rules on consent. First, it states that when
consent is required, it shall be considered void if the informaton provided to the data subject
contains misleading content or was not previously presented in a transparent, clear and
unambiguous way. Second, unlike the GDPR, the Law does not prohibit conditonal consent.
Conditonal consent situatons are considered to be the ones in which access to a partcular service
or product is only granted in return of a data subject’s consent to data processing. According to
the new Law, when the processing of personal data is a conditon for the provision of a product or
service or for the exercise of a right, the data subject shall be specifcally informed of this fact and
of the means by which he or she may exercise his or her data subject’s rights. The Law also
prohibits commercial sharing of health data between data controllers for economic advantage in
artcle 11 (10). Data subjects have the same rights as the ones provided by the GDPR (artcle 18)
and can exercise those rights through complaints to the natonal data protecton authority (yet to
be established), consumer-defence enttes and courts (individually or collectvely) (artcles 18 and
22).
Secton III of the Law provides the rules for the processing of children and adolescents’ personal
data. Yet, the Law does not defne a child and it is not clear untl what age a person is considered a
child in this context. First of all, the Law states that children’s personal informaton shall be
processed in their best interest (artcle 14). The frst part of the same artcle provides that the
processing of children’s personal data shall be carried out with specifc and highlighted consent
(‘consentmento específco e em destaque’ in Portuguese)[3] given by at least one of the parents
or the legal representatve. There are no further details provided on this rule and it is not
completely clear how it will be implemented in the future and whether the parents of all under18-year-olds[4] would have to provide such consent. The later case could likely have a negatve
impact on children’s right to informaton, educaton, freedom of expression and associaton
(Livingstone S and O’Neill B, 2014; Livingstone S, 2015; Milkaite I et al., 2017; Lievens E et al., 2018;
Livingstone S, 2018), depending on its implementaton.
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The only further additon to the parental consent requirement in the Law is expressed in part 5 of
artcle 14, according to which the controller shall use all reasonable eforts to verify that the
parental consent was given by the child’s representatve, considering available technologies. This
phrasing is similar to parallel provisions in both COPPA and the GDPR. Furthermore, controllers
shall not conditon the partcipaton of data subjects to games, internet applicatons or other
actvites for providing personal informaton beyond what is strictly necessary for the actvity
(artcle 14 (5)).
Finally, the new Law also provides for a specifc child transparency provision, statng that
informaton on the processing of children’s data shall be given in a simple, clear and accessible
manner, considering, among others, the intellectual characteristcs of the data subject, using
audiovisual resources when appropriate, in order to provide the necessary informaton to the
parents or the legal representatve and that is appropriate for the children’s understanding.
Clearly, certain (but not all) provisions paying specifc atenton to children appear to be similar to
COPPA and GDPR. The similarity also extends to the grey zones and vague notons that are
included in the later documents. In antcipaton of the actual coming into force of the Law, the
partcular methods and results of their implementaton in practce in Brazil thus remain to be seen.

3.3. Uruguay
In terms of the legal protecton of privacy in Uruguay, the Law on the Protecton of Personal Data
was adopted in 2008. It regulates the processing of personal informaton of natural and legal
persons in the public and private sectors. The general principles of data protecton, according to
the law, include legality, purpose of processing, prior informed consent, data security and
responsibility (artcle 5). Moreover, data subjects have such rights as the right of access, right to
rectfcaton, update, inclusion or deleton of data (Law on the Protecton of Personal Data of
Uruguay, 2008). Chapter 4 provides specifc protecton for certain data, that is sensitve data,
health related data, data related to telecommunicatons, data related to databases created for
advertsing purposes and data relatng to commercial or credit actvity.
The law includes principles that appear to be similar to European data protecton law (Greenleaf
G, 2012). This – at least in part – stems from two additonal reasons. First, in 2012 the European
Commission has adopted an ‘adequacy decision’ on the adequate protecton of personal data
provided by the Eastern Republic of Uruguay with regard to automated processing of personal
data. Artcle 1 of the decision provides that ‘[f]or the purposes of Artcle 25(2) of Directve
95/46/EC, the Eastern Republic of Uruguay is considered as ensuring an adequate level of
protecton for personal data transferred from the European Union’ (Commission Implementng
Decision, 2012). Such a decision is necessary to allow the transfer of personal data of EU citzens to
third countries. Secondly, in 2013, Uruguay became the frst non-European state to accede to the
1981 CoE Conventon for the protecton of individuals with regard to Automatc Processing of
Personal Data (Council of Europe, 2013). However, despite having laws which are considered to be
‘adequate’ and similar to those of Europe, Uruguay does not seem to provide for specifc legal
protecton for the child’s right to privacy, other than the general applicability of the Consttuton
and the Law on the Protecton of Personal Data to all individuals.

4. The Child’s Right to Privacy and Data Protecton in Africa
The privacy and data protecton legislaton in Ghana and South Africa is the focus of this part of
the artcle. These are two countries among others in Africa (Makulilo AB, 2016) which have
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adopted specifc legislaton for the protecton of personal data, including provisions that refer to
children’s data. Ghana and South Africa were chosen in partcular in order to complement the
social science research conducted in the context of the Global Kids Online project.[5]

4.1. Ghana
The Consttuton of the Republic of Ghana provides for a general right to privacy, statng that ‘[n]o
person shall be subjected to interference with the privacy of his home, property, correspondence
or communicaton except in accordance with law’ (artcle 18 of the Consttuton of the Republic of
Ghana, 1992). In 1998, Ghana also adopted the Children’s Act (Act 560) which provides for specifc
rights for children (persons under 18 years of age, according to the law, refectng the UNCRC). The
right to privacy and data protecton is not, however, included explicitly in the law (Children’s Act of
Ghana, 1998).
The main privacy and data protecton law in Ghana is the Data Protecton Act of 2012. The Act
provides eight basic principles which must be followed by data controllers and processors as
regards the collecton, use, disclosure and care for personal data or informaton – accountability,
lawfulness, specifcaton of purpose, compatbility of further processing with purpose of collecton,
quality of informaton, openness, data security safeguards and data subject partcipaton, which
are very similar to the data protecton principles included in the Conventon 108, and the GDPR
(Data Protecton Act of Ghana, 2012; Data Protecton Commission of Ghana, 2018). The Data
Protecton Act recognises such data subjects’ rights as access to personal informaton, the right to
amend one’s personal informaton, the right to prevent processing of personal informaton, the
right to freedom from automated decision making, the right to prevent processing of personal
data for direct marketng purposes, the right to seek compensaton through the courts and to
complain to the Data Protecton Commissioner. According to the Act, a person who processes
personal data shall ensure that the personal data is processed without infringing the privacy rights
of the data subject; in a lawful manner; and in a reasonable manner (artcle 18 (1)). The
defnitons, such as of ‘personal data’, ‘special personal data’, ‘data controllers’ and ‘data
processing’, are comparable to the ones established in the EU as well. Finally, the law introduces
the Data Protecton Commission as an independent statutory body which is responsible for
enforcing compliance with the Act (Data Protecton Commission of Ghana, 2018).
Interestngly, the Data Protecton Act of Ghana refers to children in its chapter on the processing
of special personal data. Under artcle 37, the processing of special personal data is – in principle –
prohibited. The two types of ‘special personal data’ are (1) personal data relatng to a child who is
under parental control, and (2) personal data relatng to religious or philosophical beliefs, ethnic
origin, race, trade union membership, politcal opinions, health, sexual life or criminal behaviour of
an individual. A number of exceptons to this prohibiton is integrated in the second paragraph,
including where processing is necessary, or the data subject consents to the processing. It is,
however, unclear from the text of the Act whether the later excepton means that a parent, or a
child, being the data subject, can consent to the processing of special data. The Act further
specifes that the processing of personal informaton is necessary when it is for the exercise or
performance of a right or an obligaton, or when it is for the protecton of the vital interests of the
data subject. Also, special personal data, including children’s personal data, shall not be processed
unless the processing is carried out for the protecton of the legitmate actvites of a body or
associaton which is established for non-proft purposes, exists for politcal, philosophical, religious
or trade union purposes; relates to individuals who are members of the body or associaton or
have regular contact with the body or associaton in connecton with its purposes, and does not
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involve disclosure of the personal data to a third party without the consent of the data subject.
The later provision seems to be applicable in cases when, for instance, schools are processing
children’s data for their legitmate interest regarding administraton.
4.2. South Africa
The South African Consttuton, adopted in 1996, provides for the protecton of the right to
privacy, in general, as well as the right to privacy of communicatons. Crucially, the Consttuton of
South Africa specifcally addresses children’s rights (artcle 28, Chapter 2, the Bill of Rights). It
provides that ‘children have the same consttutonal rights as adults and these include [among
others] the right to have their dignity respected, the right to freedom and security and the right to
be free of all forms of violence including torture or any cruel, degrading or inhumane punishment’
(Consttuton of the Republic of South Africa, 1996). It also notes that ‘[a] child’s best interests are
of paramount importance in every mater concerning the child’ (artcle 28, part 2).
In terms of legislaton specifcally providing for the protecton of the right to data protecton, the
South African Protecton of Personal Informaton Act (POPI) was adopted in 2013 (Act 4 of 2013). It
is important to note, however, that this Act will only come into force in its entrety [6] by
presidental proclamaton, on a date which is stll to be announced.
The POPI applies to the processing of personal informaton by automated or non-automated
means. In the later case, in order for the Act to apply, the data records must form a part of a fling
system. The Act details the protecton of personal informaton processed by public and private
bodies, introduces certain conditons establishing minimum requirements for the processing of
personal informaton, provides for the establishment of an Informaton Regulator who has the
power to enforce the Act (appointed in 2016), provides for the issuing of codes of conduct, sets
out the rights of persons regarding unsolicited electronic communicatons and automated decision
making, and regulates the fow of personal informaton across the borders of the Republic
(Protecton of Personal Informaton Act of South Africa, 2013). The Act provides for the conditons
required for lawful data processing, which are similar to the ones in the EU, i.e. accountability,
processing limitaton, purpose specifcaton, further processing limitaton, informaton quality,
openness, security safeguard, data subject partcipaton (artcle 4). Notably, the POPI also provides
rules on the special processing actvites, such as the use of unique identfers, profling, direct
marketng, unsolicited electronic communicatons and automated decision making, which might
be important for children and their human rights.
Part C of the Act regulates the processing of personal informaton of children. According to the
Law, a child is a natural person under the age of 18 years ‘who is not legally competent, without
the assistance of a competent person, to take any acton or decision in respect of any mater
concerning him or herself’. Under artcle 34, '[a] responsible party may […] not process personal
informaton concerning a child’ unless such processing is authorised by artcle 35, the grounds for
which are, among others, prior consent, necessity or historical, statstcal or research purposes. In
terms of consent for data processing, the Act provides that a ‘competent person’ must consent to
the processing of a child’s personal data and does not menton any instances in which a child could
consent to certain data processing himself or herself.
Parts 2 and 3 of artcle 35 provide some more informaton on the exceptonal circumstances when
children’s personal data can be processed. Subject to additonal safeguards, the Regulator may,
upon applicaton by a responsible party[7] and by notce in the Gazete, authorise a responsible
party to process the personal informaton of children if the processing is in the public interest and
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appropriate safeguards have been put in place to protect the personal informaton of the child.
The Regulator, however, may impose reasonable conditons in respect of any authorisaton
granted in such cases. These conditons may include obliging the responsible party to allow the
competent authority to review the personal informaton processed and refuse to permit its further
processing; provide notce regarding the nature of the personal informaton of children that is
processed, how such informaton is processed and informaton regarding any further processing
practces. Crucially, the Act instructs the responsible party, to refrain from any acton that is
intended to encourage or persuade a child to disclose more personal informaton about him or
herself than is reasonably necessary given the purpose for which it is intended (artcle 35 (3) (c)).
Finally, the responsible party shall establish and maintain reasonable procedures to protect the
integrity and confdentality of the personal informaton collected from children (artcle 35 (3) (d)).
Therefore, in cases when the Regulator accepts the applicaton by a party to process children’s
personal data, it can be done, under specifc conditons which, again, establish many requirements
for the protecton of children’s personal informaton. Once the POPI is published in the Gazete,
responsible partes will have a one-year transiton period to comply with its provisions (artcle
114).

5. Key regulatory challenges related to the child’s right to privacy
and data protecton in the digital realm
The analysis of privacy and data protecton frameworks in selected countries around the world –
which, except for the United States, have ratfed the UNCRC – shows a fragmented landscape
when it comes to the rights of the child to privacy and data protecton. Whereas the right to
privacy is generally included for all individuals in consttutonal documents and most countries
have adopted specifc data protecton acts, the extent to which these documents address children,
and the need for the protecton of their personal data in partcular, difers. In certain countries
there is no reference to children, in others parental consent is needed to process children’s
personal data, and sometmes the processing of such data is in principle prohibited, except in
certain circumstances. In some frameworks, diferentatons are made according to specifc ages,
in others, children are considered or appear to be all persons under the age of 18 years. An
interestng observaton is related to the fact that data protecton principles that have been
recognised at internatonal level since the agreement on the (non-binding) OECD Guidelines
Governing the Protecton of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Data in 1980 (OECD, 2011) and the
adopton of CoE Conventon 108 in 1981 are increasingly included in data protecton legislatve
frameworks across the world. As the digital environment is inherently global, a harmonisaton of
frameworks in this respect is, although not obvious, a welcome development.
But perhaps harmonisaton, especially from a children’s rights perspectve, should be enhanced
even further. Various paths to achieve this could be taken. Although it has been argued that new
‘digital rights’ should be formulated in respect of children (e.g. the 5rights framework), many
agree that - fundamentally - the UNCRC is stll ft for purpose in the digital age (Livingstone S et al.,
2017; Lievens E et al., 2018). An interestng proposal that could further strengthen and enrich a
global approach to children’s rights in the digital environment relates to the adopton of ‘A general
comment on Children’s Rights and Digital Media’ at the level of the United Natons Commitee on
the Rights of the Child (LivingstoneS et al., 2017). In relaton to privacy and data protecton,
Livingstone et al. have argued that such a general comment could address:
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support for children to understand the nature of privacy online in order to promote the capacity
to make safe choices, elaboraton of the implicatons of the digital environment for children’s
privacy rights, development of appropriate legislatve and policy frameworks to balance rights to
privacy with the need for protecton, raising awareness of the nature of privacy and its breaches
online, and the introducton of regulatory frameworks for the industry, including through
internatonal bodies, and consideraton of growing potental for surveillance, including by parents,
on privacy rights of children (2017; authors’ emphasis).
Moreover, in the context of eforts to ensure that both younger children and teenagers are
guaranteed their fundamental right to privacy without infringing on other rights that youth are
enttled to, such as their rights to informaton, educaton, partcipaton and freedom of expression
in the digital world, the idea of adoptng worldwide ‘Fair Informaton Principles for Youth in the
Global Digital Culture’ based on the UNCRC has also been proposed (Montgomery K and Chester J,
2015). Such principles would impose obligatons on industry and government bodies ‘to ensure
that children and adolescents are not subjected to unfair and deceptve surveillance, data
collecton, and behavioural profling’ and take the unique needs of children of all ages into account
(Montgomery K and Chester J, 2015). Indeed, the analysis of the legal frameworks in jurisdictons
across the world has demonstrated that the ‘age’ of a child is ofen a factor that determines the
level of protecton that is atributed or the capacity that a child is deemed to have in this context
(e.g. to provide consent him- or herself). Two fndings are relevant in this respect. First, although a
child is anyone under the age of 18 according to the UNCRC, with respect to data protecton, the
ages that are included in the legislaton vary widely, from 12/13 to 18. Ofen there is litle or no
explanaton as to why a certain age was chosen in a specifc country. A queston that arises is
whether children’s capacites in relaton to data protecton are actually that diferent across
countries, justfying the choice for such diferent ages? Second, it seems hard to reconcile the use
of generic cut-of ages with the evolving capacites of a child. A three-year old, a ten-year old and a
sixteen-year old will most likely have a very diferent understanding of privacy and data protecton
related issues. Yet, a number of the data protecton laws that were examined did not defne the
noton of a ‘child’, suggestng that a ‘child’ means anyone younger than 18 without a distncton as
to rights and responsibilites in this area. Whereas for a long tme this was lacking, more research
about how children understand their right to privacy and data processing practces is slowly
emerging (Livingstone S, 2018), and this should be refected in policy and legislatve eforts in the
near future.

6. Conclusion
Regardless of concrete harmonisaton eforts, it is our view that it is not only tmely, but also
urgent, to ensure that the child’s right to privacy and data protecton in the digital realm is on top
of internatonal, regional and natonal policy agendas. Whereas most countries have
acknowledged every individual’s right to privacy through the ratfcaton of general internatonal
human rights documents, and every child’s right to privacy through the ratfcaton of the UNCRC,
it would be helpful in today’s digital society if the UN Commitee on the Rights of the Child would
provide more guidance on how this right to privacy is impacted by the presence of technology in
children’s lives across the world. This could happen through the adopton of a General Comment
with guidance for states both in the Global North and South. Such a document – along the same
vein as the July 2018 CoE Recommendaton on Guidelines to respect, protect and fulfl the rights
of the child in the digital environment for Europe – could also provide for an impetus to be more
specifc about the child’s right to data protecton in regulatory frameworks. Where natonal data
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protecton frameworks do not explicitly take the child’s best interests into account, states could be
motvated to take this up, and in countries where the data protecton frameworks already do refer
to children, states could be encouraged to evaluate whether the framework is adequate in light of
the recent changes in society. As both private and public actors are collectng children’s personal
data from birth onwards (and sometmes even before) in all parts of the world and globally used
technology is facilitatng the creaton of big data-sets, the development of extremely accurate
profles and automated decision-making, sufciently detailed regulatory frameworks that include
strong safeguards, rights and enforcement mechanisms for children of diferent ages, should be
adopted. Especially with regard to intrusive data processing practces, such as profling for
commercial, politcal or other reasons that might have a signifcant and long-term impact on the
well-being and rights of the child, restrictons should be considered. Such restrictons should take
into account existng evidence, as well as consideraton of the precautonary principle, which
compels society to act cautously if there are certain – but not necessarily absolute – scientfc
indicatons of a potental danger and if not actng upon these indicatons could infict harm
(Lievens E, 2010).
Our analysis has shown that data protecton frameworks around the world currently stll leave
considerable room for interpretaton for partes processing data as regards their specifc
obligatons towards child data subjects. This leaves an important task to Data Protecton
Authorites, who should ofer guidance to those public and private organisatons, as well as
provide informaton to child data subjects and their parents. In a similar vein, child rights
ombudsmen or children’s rights commissioners could play an important role in helping to ensure
that children’s rights, including the right to privacy and data protecton, are honoured and put into
practce, also in relaton to the digital environment.
At the same tme, measures that aim to protect children’s privacy or right to data protecton may
in certain instances have unforeseen consequences for other rights, such as their right to freedom
of expression and associaton (Lievens E et al., 2018). An example thereof is a situaton where
teenagers cannot become a member of online communites that might be valuable to them
without the consent of their parents for the processing of their data. Therefore, we advocate for a
holistc child-rights-oriented approach. This entails that when adoptng a new legal or policy
measure in the area of privacy and data protecton, the impact thereof of on the broadest spectre
of children’s rights is assessed, for instance through a child rights impact assessment. An essental
part of such an assessment consists of the consideraton of the child’s best interest and the
evolving capacites of the child, as prescribed by the UNCRC. Such an approach will underpin
forward-looking policymaking that addresses the opportunites and risks for childhood and youth
in the digital realm.
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